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MULTIDIMENSIONAL COMPARISONS
CCPR comparison analysis workshop
MULTIDIMENSIONAL QUANTITY
 Up to date they are not considered in CCPR KC or supplementary comparisons.
 Distribution quantities (Photometry, Spectrophotometry).
 Bidirectional reflectance distribution function
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HOW TO ASSES THESE COMPARISONS?
 Check consistency 
 Calculate the KCRV:
 Global (all variables involved)
 Partial (depending on the nature of variables): geometrical or spectral. 
 To establish degree of equivalence (DoE):
 Global (all variables involved)
 Partial (depending on the nature of variables): geometrical or spectral.
 Correlations among participants.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
 As usual, the null hypothesis H0 is no statistical difference between participant (k) and the reference representing the joint measurement of all participants.
 Statistical difference k0 M  M 
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PARTICIPANT CONSISTENCY(2)
 No great interest for the total consistency, but for consistency related to the nature of variables (geometrical and spectral)
     gd iki MMk 2,,,2      d gikgi MMk 2,,,2 Useful to identify the source of systematic deviations.
 Then a set of values is obtained: p-value of the complete measurement, and two sub-sets of dgand d p-values.
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ASSESSMENT OF DOE AND SYSTEMATIC DEVIATIONS
 The simplest way to assess systematic deviations is by studying relative difference.
 Geometrically–averaged values of i
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 Spectrally–averaged values of i
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STUDY CASE RESULTS
 BRDF of a special effect coating with Merck Colorstream Viola Fantasy pigments (angle–dependent color travel from lilac through silver and green to blue)
SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
Scenario1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Part1 None None None None
Part2 None None Ssys Ssys
Part3 None Gsys None Gsys
Part4 Csys None None Csys
PARTICIPANTS’ P-VALUES AT FIXED WAVELENGTHS
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Scenario 3 Scenario 4
GEOMETRICALLY-AVERAGED DEVIATION AT FIXED WAVELENGTH (4TH SCENARIO)
SPECTRALLY-AVERAGED DEVIATION VERSUSDETECTION ANGLE, (4TH SCENARIO)
